Ultrasonic signal analysis and image processing play important roles in the field of NDE. Many methods of ultrasonic imaging such as A-scan, B-scan and C-scan are available. Using such images, NDE tests and analysis can be performed. However, the images are limited by the resolution limits of the imaging system which are established by many factors such as the bandwidth of the transducer, frequency of interrogation, diffraction effects, etc. One of the results of such resolution limits is the blurring of the images.
Blurring of an ultrasonic image masks the features of the object being imaged. In addition to producing diffused edges and blurred features, the resolution limit of the imaging system also obscures the presence of targets or features spaced closer than the resolution limit of the system. As a result, images of a material such as a composite, wherein thin laminates are closely spaced, will not provide meaningful results if the objective is to separate the features such as impact damage at each laminate interface of the composite material.
There are various methods such as inverse filtering, Wiener filtering, etc. [1, 2, 3] , which are useful to improve the resolution limits of an image and to restore the blurred features. However, many of the techniques require an a priori knowledge of the blur function or the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the imaging system. With an a priori knowledge of the PSF, the imaging process can be represented by Figure  l and equation (1) wherein the spectral distortions of the PSF, due to the wave-material interaction, have been ignored. As a result, linear operators such as an inverse filter can be applied for image restoration.
i ( z) = h 1 ( z) * f ( z) + n ( z) (1) where i(z) is the image/signal formed by the imaging system with an impulse response of h 1 (z), f(z) is the transfer function of the object which is assumed to have no spectral distortion of h 1 (z) and n(z) is additive noise.
The imaging process as shown in Figure 1 is an accurate representation only when the material being interrogated is homogeneous, isotropic and has negligible attenuation. Under these Impulse Response of the Imaging System h 1 (z) Figure 1 Object Transfer Function
Block diagram showing the imaging process when the object being imaged is assumed to be ideal, ie., does not distort the spectrum of the propagating wave front.
conditions, the PSF of the imaging system stays relatively undistorted during propagation in the material, thereby permitting the use of a known PSF (measured in water) for image restoration. However, the PSF approach is often rendered inappropriate because of the anisotropy and dispersion of the material being imaged.
Imaging of anisotropic, inhomogeneous, dispersive and/or thick material can not be represented by a simple block diagram as shown in Figure 1 . The effect of material anisotropy or large frequency dependent attenuation is the progressive distortion of the power spectrum of the PSF as the wavefront travels in the material. The degree of distortion of the PSF is a function of many factors such as the severity of anisotropy, inhomogeneity, frequency dependent attenuation and thickness of the material. The spectral distortion of the PSF and the resulting image formation can be represented by [4] the block diagram in Figure 2 and equation (2) below:
where h 2 (z) * f(z) is the object transfer function when the spectral distortions are not ignored. As a result of the distortional effect of the object, there is a need for an image/signal restoration technique which can perform the restoration when the degree and the nature of the distortion of the PSF is unknown. Power Spectrum Equalization (PSE) is one such technique which does not need an estimate of the PSF for the restoration/enhancement operation.
POWER SPECTRUM EQUALIZATION
Power spectrum equalization (PSE) technique [4, 5] is a useful method of image restoration when the PSF is unknown due to the spectral distortions of the PSF. The PSE filter is a phaseless filter and is derived from the distorted power spectrum of the signal/image itself thereby eliminating the need for an a priori knowledge of the PSF.
Power spectrum equalization is performed by a linear phaseless restoration filter synthesized in the frequency domain. The distorted power spectrum of the image is used to derive the restoration filter with the imposed condition that,
where F' (u,v) is the complex frequency spectrum of the restored object, L(u,v) is the PSE filter and I(u,v) is the complex spectrum of the image. Assuming that the spectral distortion due to wave-material interaction is limited to amplitude distortion, the linear restoratio Block diagram showing the imaging process when the distortional effect of the object being imaged is not ignored.
filter can be derived by constraining the power spectrurn of the object to be equal to the power spectrum of the estimated object (eqn. 3)
where Pt(u,v) is the object power spectrum given by F 2 (u,v) and P',(u,v) is the power spectrum of the estimated object. With a further simplifying assumption that the object can be represented by a combination of delta impulse functions, it can be shown [4] that,
where a constant N is included in the denominator as an estimate of the noise-to-signal ratio of the image and Pi(u,v) is the power spectrum of the image. Hence the complex spectrum of the estimated object is given by equation (5) below:
The sample used in this study is a 32-ply thick, quasi-isotropic, graphite-epoxy composite. The separation between ply interfaces in this sample is approximately 0.14 mm. Prior to ultrasonic inspection, the sample was intentionally damaged by a 5.4 Joule impact from a 12.7 mm diameter stainless steel ball on a pendulum impactor.
DATA COLLECTION
A computer controlled ultrasonic immersion scanning system was used to collect 256 point, 8-bit rf A-scans at 200 by 200 discrete points in a 20.3 mm by 20.3 mm square area surrounding the impact damage site. The spatial separation between data collection points was 0.10 mm in both planar directions. All 40,000 A-scan lines were stored in the computer memory for later processing. A 3.5 MHz center frequency, 12.7 mm diameter, 50.8 mm focal length transducer was used for all data collection. Excitation for the transducer was a broadband spike pulse.
RESULTS
The PSE operator shown in equation (4) has been implemented in both 1-D and in 2-D to process the rf signals in the B-scans and the Cscans obtained from the 3-D B-scan data. Figure 3a shows a B-scan image produced at about the middle of the impact damage of the sample. The image shows the top surface of the sample (dark band across the image) and the delaminations because of the impact damage. Although some of the deeper delaminations and some reverberating echoes are clearly visible, a delamination immediately below the top surface is completely obscured by the front surface echo. Figure 3b shows the result of 1-D PSE processing of each rf scan contained in the B-scan. The resolution enhancement obtained in Figure  3b can be seen by the clearly visible impact damage layer immediately following the top surface of the composite material.
C-scan images were generated by applying narrow s oftware gates to the rf A-scans contained in a series of 200 B-scans obtained on the scan grid mentioned before. Similar C-scans were also generated using the PSE processed B-scans (suc h as the one shown in Figure 3b ) . The gates were set to interrogate the third ply interface below the entry surface. Figures 4a and 4b show the C-scans of the impact damaged 3-ply interface obtained from unprocessed A-scans and processed A-scans , respectively . The improvement of the lateral resolutio n obtained in Figure 4b i s not i cea b l e compa r e d t o F i g ure 4a.
The C-scans shown in Figures 4a and 4b were further processed by using a 2-D PSE filter shown in equation (4) Power spectrum equalization has been shown to be a useful method of image restoration in anisotropic, inhomogeneous materials which distort the power spectrum of the propagating wave field due to attenuation. It has been observed that the enhancement obtained in Bscan images is far superior to that obtained inC-scan images. C-scan images obtained from PSE processed B-scan images show good enhancement. Also, they show further marginal improvement after a subsequent 2-D PSE processing.
